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HUNGARIAN ROCK CLASSICS I  
OMEGA: PEARLS IN HER HAIR 

Magyar Posta is launching a new series of thematic stamps entitled 

Hungarian Rock Classics. The first rock band to be presented is Omega. Fifty 

thousand copies of the black numbered perforated souvenir sheets and four 

thousand copies of the red numbered imperforated souvenir sheets designed 

by the graphic artist Attila André Elekes using Szilvia Pállay-Kovács’s 

illustrations were produced by ANY Security Printing Company. The new 

issue will be released on 5 August 2020 and will be available from Filaposta, 

philately specialist services, certain post offices and www.posta.hu. 

Omega, the Kossuth- and Liszt Ferenc Prize-winning rock band, was formed in 

1962. Over the years they have attracted a broad following both in Hungary and 

abroad. The works the band have created over their career have countless musical 

dimensions and their songs have become classics. Their best known numbers have 

proved to be evergreens and appeal to every generation. 

Omega is an iconic band in Hungarian rock and pop music. The band have adapted 

to changing times and always exploited the possibilities of the latest technology. 

Throughout their time in the music business, they have been pioneers in many 

respects. They were the first to release LPs, and then CDs and DVDs of concerts, 

and they sold the most Hungarian records at home and abroad. They were the first 

to appear in the United Kingdom and to use fog machines, laser shows and 

projectors as visual effects to enhance performances. Their concerts have filled the 

People’s Stadium (Népstadion) several times. Their songs stand the test of time, 

and speak to young and old alike. While their music has followed changing trends 

over the course of the years, they have always placed great emphasis on musical 

quality. 

The stamp and first day cover shows an illustration by Szilvia Pállay-Kovács of the 

song Pearls in Her Hair, one of Omega’s great hits adapted by many foreign 

musicians. The song was first performed at the Yamaha Festival in Tokyo 50 years 

ago, reaping great success. The postmark features the band’s logo. 

Order code: 
2020160030011 (souvenir 
sheet) 
2020160060012 (FDC) 
2020161030013 (imperforated 
souvenir sheet) 

Issued on:  
5 August 2020 

Face value: HUF 800 (On the 
date of issue, this can be used 
as a supplementary 
denomination.) 

Printing technique: 4-colour 
offset 

Number of copies: 50,000 
perforated souvenir sheets (with 
black numbering) and 4,000 
imperforated souvenir sheets 
(with red numbering)  

Perforated size of stamp: 
circular, 37 mm in diameter 

Imperforated size: 76 x 50 mm 

Paper type: gummed postage 
stamp paper 

Printed by ANY Biztonsági 
Nyomda Nyrt. 

Illustrations:  
Szilvia Pállay-Kovács 

Designed by  
Attila André Elekes 
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